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Title XV of the National security Act of 19*7,
Approved by the President in l»e8, <t«on r; other fiscal reform*
established comptroller organisations within the Department
of Defense. Entitled, An Act to Provide for the Promotion of
Lconoay and Efficiency Through Establishment of Uniform ^uU,f et -
ary and Fiscal Procedures ana Organisation , the bill directed
the establishment of a Comptroller for the Office of the
Secretary of Defense and a Comptroller in each of the three
military Departments to oarry out the objectives of the Act*
The provisions of the Act were a direct outgrowth of the
recommendations of the first hoover Commission pertaining to
the National Military Establishment. 3 The report of the
Commission contained recommendations concerning organisation*
policy, budgeting, accounting
,
personnel, and integration of




XTitle XV, Public Law 21s, 81st Congress.
2 Xbid.
3
Commission on Organisation of the Executive branch
of the Government, Public Law 1(2, 80th Congress.
I
Report huober 8, House of Representatives Document
8«, 81st Congress.

2Comptroller organization, the report highlighted many dis-
crepancies in the Military Lstablishaent that Congress believed
could best be remedied by a reorganisation of the financial
management organisation of the Department of Defense and
its components.
The Navy Training Publication, Financial Manaseiaant
in the Navy , outlines as follows the tasks that faced the
Department of the navy at the tiwe of passage of Title IVi
(1) bringing together and integrating within one
organisation the various fiscal functions being
performed at different organisational locations
throughout the Department;
(2) implementing functions where relatively little
progress had been made, such as internal auditing
and the establishment of working capital funds
at industrial or commercial-type activities)
(3) improving policies and procedures in all areas
of financial management; and
(*) placing increased emphasis on the analytical
and interpretative functions of comptrollershlp
as a service to management.*
While Title IV did not direct the establishment of
comptroller organisations below the Department level , imple-
mentation of a full range of financial management practices
throughout the Navy has brought into being organisations of
S
Committee hearings on Senate Bill 1269 and 18*3,
and House of Kepresentatives Report 5 632, culminating in
Public Law 81-216.
6
financial Management in the Kavy , (NavPers 10792-A),
prepared by the bureau of Naval Personnel, Navy Department,
Washington, D. C, 2nd ed. 1962.

3this type down to the activity level. The Secretary of the
Havy on 1 June 19i>0, directed the establishment of Comptroller
or&anitationa in all of the bureaus and major offices of the
7Wavy Department. On 18 November 1953, the Secretary further
provided procedures for the organisation of comptroller acti-
vities at major commands in addition to the organisation at
the bureaus and Offices, The decision as to whether a
ci
,
uoller organisation shall be established at a particular
field activity rests with the bureau charged with management
responsibility. The bureaus involved have each formulated
separate regulations as to the procedure to be followed in
establishing a comptroller function* In some cases the
decision has been delegated to the commanding officers of
field activities. In other cases the decision rests with
the management bureau, but requests for establishment of a
comptroller type organisation are entertained fron field
commanders. The Chief of Haval Operations, for example, has
directed activities under his management control to establish
comptroller organisations when the commands meet a prescribed
7
Secretary of the Kavy Instruction.
9
Secretary of the *avy Instruction S*tOQ.H of 11
Movember 1953, Subject! Establishment of Comptroller
Organizations in bureaus, Headquarters, Offices and Field




criteria as to oi»« and fiscal activity. Othsr commands
under ths control of the Chief of Naval Operations are directed
to determine whether a comptroller should be designated as
a collateral duty or whether a full-tin* organisation should
be established. The Bureau of Naval Weapons has established
procedures similar to those of the Chief of Naval Operations
for establishment of comptroller organisations at activities
12
under their nanagenent control. At the present tia»e
comptroller organisations have teen established 6t All naval
shipyards^ all naval district headquarters | fcajor naval air
stations; naval ordnance plants, ammunition depots, and other
ordnance field activities! naval supply centers, depots, and
training centers j various research laboratories) »fljor Hilitary
Sea Transportation field activities j and *«ny other installa-
tions. 13
While the bureau of Medicine ana Surgery has not
issued instructions on the establishment of comptroller
10
OpNav instruction S15G.&1 of 11 June 1959, Subject!
Establishment of Comptroller Organizations and Functions at




Bureau of Aeronautics Instruction &**&!• lib of 10
Kay 19S7, Subject I Establishment of Comptroller Organisations
and Functions at Naval Aeronautical Shore Activities.
13
Financial Han*fle»ent in the ttavy , p. 11.

sorganisations at its field activities, a formal comptroller
organisation exists at the bureau level. The bureau has
further attempted to direct its activities attention to the
implications of comptrollers hip and require that within their
Means, the concepts of comptrollershlp be practiced in the
day-to-day management of the financial affairs of the field
activities. 1 * The Bureau of Medicine and Surgery has granted
authority to the National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda,
Maryland, to conduct a one-year trial of a comptroller organisa<
tion at that activity* Appendix A is a copy of that authority.
This report will discuss the organisation and functions of
that trial organisation and the benefits which have accrued
to the Medical Center through its installation.
Financial *«\na& anient :iandbook « (NavMed P-S02Q),
Comptroller Division, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Department of the tfavy, Washington, D. C, 1961.

CHAPTER II
DEVLLOPMLNT AND CONCEPTS Of COMPTROLLERSlilP
IlM at«ted responsibilities of the comptroller ere as
verieci as the authors who have written on the subject* There
i* a wide ran^s of opinions both on the functions of the
comptroller end the organisational relationship of the func-
tions. There is a basic consensus that the comptroller provides
a staff service tc all echelons of management, but the Methods
whereby this is to be accomplished are numerous* before dis-
cussing the comptroller function at the National Naval Hedical
Center it might be well to investigate these various opinions.
The mainstream of comptroller evolution flows directly
from the accounting function as practiced in private industry
through the years. This outgrowth from accounting provides
the *>*•* of the range of functions known as comptrollership
today. Organisations entitled "comptroller exist today in
industry, which are responsible solely for keeping company
books of account. At tne other end of the ran^ there are
senior operating executives, far removed from the accounting
functions of the organisation, that bear the title of
Thornton F. Hradshaw and Charles C. wall,
Controllership in Modern Management (Chicago, Illinois:
Richard U. Irwin, Inc., 1950), p. 15.

2
comptroller. In view of this wide range of organizational
entities the use of the word comptroller only to a limited
extent describe the functions performed.
The one factor in comwon to these various organisations
is the dependence upon financial information to perform the
functions assigned. In the case of the purely accounting
assignment, fiscal data generated Ly corporate operations Arm
the limits of the function. Comptrollers at the other ond of
the ran$»e of functions depend upon a variety of data, both
internal and external to the corporation, to perform their
assigned responsibilities. While in the latter case purely
financial information is not the sole concern of the comptroller,
he attempts to provide a common denominator of fiscal expression
to denote the impact of all factors upon the financial affairs
of the organisation.
Anotner common range of functions observable in the
organizational relationship of the comptroller function is the
degree of managerial participation performed by the person
entitled comptroller. The pure accountant's participation is
limited to the statements of account provided to management
while the top echelon comptroller is found parformin* an
analytical function and render ir.^ top management decisions.
The viable organization will contain most, if not all, of the
comprehensive comptroller functions somewhere in the organiza-
tion whether they are centralized in a formal comptroller unit
2 Ibid.

aor arc performed in various separata units. How the functions
are organised is of lesser importance than whether the functions
are performed; however, certain benefits are obtained by their
close coordination.
If we limit ourselves to considering the comptroller
as performing a staff advisory function to the organization
and exclude the purely accounting comptroller as atypical to
the modern concept of comptroller, it is possible to devel-
a fairly representative group of functions which can be labeled
as comptrollership. One author states "the collection, analy-
sis, interpretation, and presentation of atajiagement information
are generally grouped under the tars controller function.
"
Another author indicates that,
the controller who has achieved &*na*.«&«fit status
performs the f inure collecting, performance checking
duties of the accountant but in addition he brings
figures to bear where and when they will do the
Riost good--within the u«n*&ement process and before
the decision is made.**
D. P. Jones looks at the comptroller function as consisting
of two separate facetsi the control aspect and the service
aspect. Control includes the safeguard inf. of assets,
3
Russell H. Hassler and Neil E. Harlan, Cases in
Controlleyshi^ (EnglSMOOd Cliffs, M. J.j Frsn tice-hall,
Inc., 1958), p. 1.
a.
T. F. Bradshaw, Pevelo??ln ti Her, for Corvtrollership
(Boston, Mass. I Division of Research, Graduate School of
Business Administration, Harvard Oaivsrsity, 1950), p. 7.
JDonald * • Jones, "A Controller's Responsibilities,"
American Business (October, 19S8), j>* 62.

saccounting systens integrity, and the budget control system,
while the service aspects include the furnishing of data to
operating officials, compiling specific analyses on request*
and providing decision alternatives upon request. while this
author visualizes the comptroller as being separate frost the
accounting (unction, ana dictating ana controlling the various
records that are maintained, there is little unanimity in this
concept even aaion*: those who see the comptroller as a top
echelon Member of »ana£e»«snt. Professor Moaher outlines the
functional areas of comptrollership as including the following!
accounting, as the core function, including general and cost
accounting and accounting pel icy ( budget in*, ma tary
control i internal auditing reporting, statistics, and fore-
casts! office service functions ; tax returns t si work
in the financial field. 7 These specific functions are con-
sidered as the platforn upon which tae broader role of the
comptroller is perforated in the area of coordination, plannir-
,
and control.
The clearest statement by the wavy Department of the
comptroller Is provided by the Bureau of *aval Personnel in
Q
the training publication, Financial Kana^eaaent in the Kavy .
6 Ibid.
7Frederick C. Vosher, Program Budretln,, (Hew Yorki
American book-Stratford Press, Inc., 14&*0, p. 200.
* Ibld .
financial Management in the Havy (NavPers 10792-A),
preparer by the bureau of Maval Personnel, Navy Department,
Washington, D. C, 2nd ed. 1962.
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It states that, "comptrollership is that function of the totel
management job that deals with the financial areas of an
organisation—with those analyses, forecasts, records, reports,
and procedures that hA>fe a hearing on the organisation's
financial status in relation to its Mission or goal."
From these various concepts it is possible to develop
a central theme of the function of the comptroller. It is
perhaps needless to say that comptrollers hip is not synonymous
with financial management. Financial management is a broader
expression which encompasses diverse financial responsibilities
throughout any organization. The comptroller performs a
function within the total concept of financial management,
but many other individuals are involved in this effort.
Financial management is primarily a top management responsibi-
lity with various degrees of authority delegated to lower line
and staff echelons. The primary delegation to the comptroller
in the financial management area is the requirement placed
upon him to provide top management with the information
necessary to make financial decisions.
The communication function is the essence of coap-
trollershij). The comptroller performs *n information
facilitating function to all echelons of management concerned
with the financial affairs of the organisation. He performs




financial lines of cocDunication. The proiluct of this service
is factual information expressed in monetary terms upon which
management can wake decisions on both financial and other
matters.
T. F. Eredshaw notes that "a modern business of any
substantial slie cannot be managed intelligently without a
continuous and organised flow of information about the
environment in which it functions, its operating plans, and
the actual results of its operations." And further, "it
is in organising and maintaining this flow of information
that controllershlp can make its most significant contribution
12
to executive management." A more detailed expression of
this aspect of the comptroller's function is as follows!
The more Important and delicate tasks the controller
must perform have to do with advising the president
and other executives on the broad, over-all picture
of the enterprise i coordinating basic plan® and
budgets; preparing Antl issuing special control reports}
and standardizing methods of accounting and other
procedures* Note the predominantly informational
character of each of these responsibilities.-"
One of the most important aspects of the comptroller's
communications facilitating functions in the degree of
coordination which is accomplished through the process. The
day-by-cay collection of facts and figures from the operating
11
Controller ahip if. odcrr ;•:> .;>«>.„ement , p. H7.
12
Ibid.
Arnold F. Each, "Control Means Action," Harvard
oaainess Keview (July-August, 19&**), p. **S.
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anisation and th« integration of this date into aanagenent
roporti provide the comptroller with en intimate knowledge of
the organization. The acquisition of this detailed Knowledge
of the goals and objectives of top management, conbined with
the resource information available to the comptroller, allow
hie to provide all echelons of management with the information
they need to know to successfully perfora their operations.
The specific organisation for comptrollerahip depends
upon the functional level upon which .-nana^ement wishes the unit
to operate. As will be icinted out in the next chapter,
coMptrollership at the National iav.il Medical Center has been
raised to an intermediate level in the terms of ranges of
responsibility which have been presented. In order to Unit
discussion at this point there is disregarded the concepts of
eofeptrollership which include the functions of actual decision*
aakin* ok a top management level and that concept at the other
end of the scale where the functions include routine data-
collection only,
Anderson and t»chriidt present the "ideal" comptroller
izatiuii, in the rani',« of which we are speakin;, as
including the organizational sub-entities of accounting
operations, systems and internal audit, tax and other leal
1*4
Aradshaw, Developing hen if or Controller ship , p. IS.

13
reporting, and budget analysis— forward planning. Tax
reporting can isaaediately ba eliminated Lacauae of tho
military contaxt of this raport. The other facet of this
function, "other legal reporting ," should properly remain
as a functional area of itilitary comptrollership. As has
been indicated above, accounting operation as a functional
area of co&ptrollership is open to discussion and will ba
treated later in thin report. The save is true with regard
to the organizational arrangement for both systems and internal
audit. Perhaps the only areas of substantial agreement are
those of bucket, analysis, and forward plannin"—• these meet,
without question, the informational character of comptroller
work.
lb
iHtvid R. Anderson and Leo A. Schmidt, Practical
Controllarshi;;> (Revised Edition; .io^owood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, inc., 19*1), pp. 99-101.

CuAPTLR III
of vriON or the national naval
MEDICAL CENTER
The National Naval Medical Center in composed of
seven aomponont commands and the Center aonnand. The component
commands derive their status frost specific program objectives
of the Navy Medical Department. The seven component commands
are: the Naval Hospital, the Naval Medical Research Institute,
the Naval School of Hospital Administration, the Armed Forces
Rediobiology Research Institute, the Naval Medical fvchool, the
Naval Dental School, and the Navy Toxicology Unit; each is
organised along departmental lines under the direction of a
Commanding Officer or an Officer-in-char^e.
The Center Commander provides a coordlnative function
for the components through command direction and the provision
of staff facilitating services. The basic organisation of
the Center command is with departmental lines reporting to am
Office of the Cotaraandin^ Officer. This Office consists of the
Commanding Officer, an Admiral in the Medical Corps of the
Navy, and a Deputy Commanding Officer who is also a member of
Manual of the Medical Department, U. S. Navy, (P-117)
(Washington, C. C: U. S. Government Printing Office, 19S2),




the Medical Corps, and who, while perforating these duties
collaterally, is the Command; f fleer of the Naval Hospital
command. The Administrative Officer, the third Renter of the
Office of the Commanding Officer, a neater of the Medical
Service Corps of the Navy, perforate the dual function of
serving as a staff advisor on administrative matters to the
Commanding Officer of the Center and overseeing the staff
administrative departments of the Command.
*
In addition to the staff departments organized within
the Center Corarr.and, various special standing boards and
co&5p.ittees, «lon£ with special staff Advisors, report to the
Office of the Commanding. Officer . A others, the Costptroller
is in the category of special staff advisor. Frequently these
advisors have additional duties within the organisation, such
as department or division headu, placing theai in a position
of having dual access to the Office* cf the CosamanditK; Officer,
As we shall see the Comptroller as head of the fiscal anil
Supply Department is in this category. Tha practical purpose
of this dual arrangement is to provide the special assistants
direct access to particular me&bers of the Office of the
CoTiuxandin,; Officer in matters concerning their staff capacity
rather than following the circuitous routes of the "chain-of-
eomrtand."




before, provide staff facilitating services both to the
Center Command and the consonant coMtaanda. These staff
services may oe described as either of <tn advisory or a
lo;istic nature. Appendix li lists these service departments,
but for the benefit of readers who are unfamiliar with naval
hospital organisations it mi^ht be well to define the duties
of various of these organisations which ftlgfct lM considered
as haviriv; obscure titles* The navy exchange bepartsient, for
exaiBple, is concerned with the retail sale ol personal cost*
BOdities or services on an individual basis to persons
authorised by Navy Peculations. The Special Services Department
provides welfare and recreational cervices both to the hospital
patients and to the staff. The Operating Services Department
provides staff services in various categories, such as house-
keeping, elevator and laundry services, supervision and
direction of custodial and linen services and control. 3 The
titles of the other departments are self explanatory I
purposes of this report* Appendix iv The Organisational Chart
of the National Naval Medical Center, provides a graphical
presentation of the organisational arrangement of the Coaunanc
.
The financing of the Missions of the various component
coeunands is accomplishes frost funds provided by allotments to
the Center Commander. These direct allotments are awarded to
the oosraand from both the Operation and Maintenance, Navy
9
Organisation Manual, National Mavul Medical Center,
Betheeda, Md., 1961, p. 121.
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appropriation and the appropriation for Research, Development,
Test, end Evaluation, Wavy. In ion, ReiwbursaMe work
Order* «r« issued fros> tiac to tine for specific work projects
be accomplished by the Center for activities not designated
in th« war of tne basic allotments. The Center Cotawander
directs specific a to the component conmanders as pro&reia
•anaj^ers for their respective activities. This tar^etin^ of
funds does not relieve the Center Commander of his personal
responsibility for the acts of his subordinates in the use of
these funds i however, it does provide the program managers with
the Means to accomplish their designated nisslons. The
Co r.ptroller, as the appointed administrator of all funds awarded
the Canter Coaiaand, is responsible to the Center Commander for
insuring that the api'i icttion of funds is in i ance with
the laws and regulations pertaining to appropriated monies. H
The Center Coauaana and its component cora&ands are
presently financially supported by seventy-five separate
allotments, project orders, or work requests, all iiowii
through the Center Cowwami , accounted for by the Fiscal
Division of the Center, and administered by the Comptroller.
Total funds involved approximate twelve to fourteen million
ilars with statistical charges of about four Billion dollars
each year for military pay. About three million dollars of
the actual financed funds are allotted froa the Navy Research
and Development appropriation, while reimbursable work orders
**National Naval Medical Center Instruction 7600. 2A
dated 3 dune 1S62.
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provide an additional ohm to two nilli* liars. The remainder
of the funds is provided fro» Operation and Maintenance , Navy,
to support tJio basic mission of the coatur.i'..
stroller organisation at the Kedlaal Center
was established on tits first of July, 1962, as a pilot study
La* *J "/. This establishment
resulted from the request by the bureau for suggestions as
to means to improve financial taana^eaent at bureau controlled
activities* The original intention was that the Comptroller
organisation would be separate from the Fiscal and Supply
operation to allow the Comptroller to davote his undivided
efforts to the functions of budgeting, planning, analysis*,
review. Problems of staffing prevented this fro/2 being
accomplished, so the Comptroller remains as the Head of the
Fiscal and Supply f>epart»ent, with the intention that the
functions will be separated upon approval of the bureau for
continuation of the program OJ oerwanert basis. At this
time the Comptroller organisation will function solely as a
speoial assistant to the Cornea, ficer's Office with
line administrative responsibility only for the container,
roller OTgmsilftetlOn as presented in Appendix l« A store
complete visualisation of the present organisation, with the
complex and diversionary responsibilities of the Comptroller,
S
National Naval tfedical Center, Kcthesda, Md., letter
bWOO, Serial 6130, dated February 15, 1662.

IS
is provided by Appendix C, an 01 sanitation chart of the
combined Comptroller-Fiscal en«u :>u^ply Department. The next
chapter will discuss the organization el tfc* Comptroller's





The Comptroller, as a member of the Center Command
staff, is charr.«o with the responsibility of providing a
continuous, well-orpanifced and complete staff service of
factual information relative to the financial affairs of
the Medical Center. As a staff service it includes the
technical guidance aj\<S coordination of budget formulation*
preparation, and execution; the development of data collection
systems for financial progress reporting and objective program
performance analysis; and the maintenance of a program of
internal review and assistance. 2 The basic responsibility of
the Comptroller, as outlined by the Commanding Officer of the
Medical Center, is to assure that the requirements for sound
f inane 5<il management of the Center Command and its component
commands are followed.
ational Naval Medical Center, bethesda, Maryland;
Instruction 5U00.5, uatod 2 5 June 19S2; subject: Comptroller
Organisation at the National Naval Medical Center, iiethesda,
Maryland.
2
Ibid . . p. 1.




The orranisation for couptrollership at the Medical
Center is based upon the two general functional areas of
financial analysis and internal review* As we shall see»
these arc not lin»itin»" functions but bi*oud areas of responsi-
bility which encompass many areas of cowr.trollership as
described in the previous chapter. The two core areas provide
the basis for the comptroller functions as described in the
Command 'fleer's establishing instruction. 4*
Appendix C f the organisation chart of the Comptroller-
fiscal and Iv Department, reveals the unique arrangement
which presently exist. It depicts the functional relationships
of the Controller with the various resources and data generating
divisions of the Fiscal and Supply Department. The closed
circle relationship indicated by the dotted line between the
omptroller and the Fiscal Division is unusual, but it
serves a useful inter.ir. Function of providing continuum in
the transitional period. As stated before, the lack of a
complete break between the fiscal functions And comptroller-
ship was dictated by staffin *nts. The establishment
of the pilot study included the proviso that the staff of the
Comptroller be obtained froa rr««smtly existing positions
with no addition to r er cr s. The rcor imitation of
oiartment required essential upgrading of employees and




tbera of the Comptroller's f.i-oup, tfcia was particularly
the case with the Deputy Comptroller, wiic .-ten the head
of the Fiscal division.
Whet ray be another auvantage has uevc.
a arrangement. the decision to luctve the fiscal
functions in an organisation separate from tht txoller
unit—an arrangement discussed «s controversial i car II—
there has been no immediate MMMl to test Che efficacy of the
Comptroller's responsibility for prescribing accounting
systems. I believe an abrupt split of the functions would
have placed a strain upon informal organizational relationships
that only stern measures could have resolved. As it has worked
out, there is a smooth transition taking place with the various
sub-functions of accounting systems design, operation of the
systems, and the reporting of financial performance each falling
into its designated organisational positions.
The basic instruction establishing the Comptroller
organization notes the complex nature of the operations of
the Center, and its component coamanus ana the requirement for
the Center Commander to have analytical information that treats
the Command as an integrated whcla rather than as a group of
separate parts. As a supplier of this type of information
to top ^ana^e^ent, the Comptroller organisation is designed as
a functional entity directed toward tins analytical objective.
S Ibid., p. 2.
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Mora specifically v the financial analysis segment of the
organisation is devoted entirely to this function, with the
intex^nel r«vi«w s«t »<cr.t providing support to the analytical
tasks through its eystens review and design facilitate
functions.
The financial analysis function is rmed under the
direction »f the oiler bit Deputy in a branch
divisi I the It. Formally entitled the
Perforsiince Analysis Division, the unit
contains two civilian positions, oixq designated as Budget
Analyst and the other as Statistical Clerk. Only one position,
the Budget Analyst, is oc t the time »f this writ in?,
but the other, is actively being recruited. As is the case
throughout the organisation, the full function f the unit
has been henpered by the transitional requi it for the
Budget Analyst to provide instruction for her replaccoent in
the Fincal and Sup Lvisioiu This requirement has largely
been resolved and the primary function® of the unit ahould be
rjorc actively en&a&ed in as each day passes.
The overall functional description of the budgetary
and Pro,m Performance Analysis Division apecif iea that the
unit develops and recoooiends reporting systems for collecting
and Integrating cost ami work £<eusurenent ( >*ni and aan-
hour) data to facilitate staff analysis of the effectiveness
of money, material, end nnnpowwp utilisation. The specific
^Change I to the national Naval Medical Center Organise.




task assignments for the Heed of the unit include!
(a) Provide* guidance and instructions for the
ration of the command* bu <«stinates.
(b) Feview* budget estimates s / commands
ants, ana i ucoBwiends approval, revision,
or difc.i. r estimates to the
Coiuuandifv Officer.
(•) Assist ill preparation sf cotasiands ' and
departwer. 1 at estimates ustif ications.
) Prepares c; et r«? id
plana and ucneduies.
(e) Controls fund authorisation to the Center, and
rccoeuaencs revision??, roiif icAtions, or re;
as appropriate to higher authority.
(f) Keootuaends allocation of civilian personnel
to departments a: i within the Center.
( ) Neviewc pro inst t
funding plan, analyzes overhead variances and
Othni there da remedial
action where appropriate.
(h) Lxa&ines woriclaau, cost, and personnel utilisation
trend iysas variance .nc; recommend*
remedial action, if appropriate, when variances
are excessive.
(i) Initiates plan
Ligations t and expenditure of Center funds ( recoa-
aends a. riate intei >ortt
progress in utilisation of funds.
(j) Prepares cherts, graphs, and other recurri
of aajor
pi is fm diatril Canter a&ana^esientft
singles out >bleai areas.
(k) nativ.
point for data and reports concerning financial uan-
nnal utilization, ce
related to nan-hour or dollar planning estimates or
to standards, and iforl aaasuxHMiant.
(1) Monitors the operation of the Work Measurement
Pragma and prepares summary work Measurement

:reports •'» use
(«) Assists the comptroller la Justify he
•HtAOVltlsS*'
The direct responsibility for thsss assignment! is to ths
Deputy l<?r.
mi dsscribed resrxinaibilitiaa ore quits scphisticatsd
la relationship to the o r. as it presently exists
i
however, the re- Lbility js snts are attainable end
should be realised as the life of the organisation in extended.
A step by st« <le*a*nt*tion of the various functions is
takinvj -lace as the total concept of tPollsTShlp is being
recognised at the Center Command. There is still an over-
emphasis upon reports Faqairad external to the co&iaand. These
may he oc * «upple»entini; this information re-
paired by local en«;n and are mainly historical in
nature, prov; little "real-tirae" operational data for
(f.«nA»'e»«er,t. Interestingly enough, most of the tizae required
for ycayaratiaa of these external reports can be described
as devot- .latlon of figures developed outside of ths
Comptroller or»tanination. Tftti compilations are largely routine
and lend themselves to machine. I'aaailan vhich is beyond the
capability of the tabulatix.?, equips I aaently installed at
the Com/aaiu; t but it is well within the capability of the next
7
Il:id .» pp. 137-13$.
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.oration c the aetivit
Lurrwil | ,ct to
be devei i the scope of and Program
Performan lyais unit will no doubt also lend itaulf to
»achin« rou tiniiat loa. The virtue of tha unit's slow develop-
ment may wall be that systems analytic earallsl tha
Instil ocedures. It 1 .» in tha cxjI analyst*
area of co*.ptroller*hi& that tha f.reatest decree of flexibility
is called for because of tha v tux* of dOSMUOsm1 for
information. Tha 1 .t development of machine programs—
tha play-back between develop!
<
ea and systems
analysis—should avoi< tha natural tendency to cat tha analysis
function in concrete* A rac -}«tion that I would make In
this area is that systems analysis, with « view toward tha
development c: ine applications, be integrated with tha
design of the analytical functions of tha unit. It is this
section, the budgetary and Program Perj niyfcis unit,
which has the greatest potential for becorii? I core of the
information system of the whole COSWSPd.
The full -J!«valoprR«tnt of the functions of the analysis
unit depends upon the foxaation of useful standards of measure-
ment of the varying activities of the Command. This is ons of
the gr»aat«rst areas of concern to the Coraj/tr' , both in his
analytic*! *nd Internal control responsibilities. There is
no ready solution to this pi t it Is bein.^ actively
worked upon both within the Co»*umi *nd at tna bureau level*
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The other major function of coraptrollership as
practiced at the Medical Center centers upon the organizational
unit entitled the Internal Feview and Fiscal Systems Division.
The general assignment of responsibility to the unit specifies
the performance of special analyses in comptroller areas and
ths rendering of assistance in correcting deficiencies vhich
are revealed by formal audits, reports, analyses, observation
or other aeans. 8 The direct responsibilities ar% listed
as follows I
(a) Conducts studies, makes recommendations, develops
where necessary, and assists in the installation of,
local systems and procedures designed tc ove the
Center's financial management* This includes adapta-
tion of prescribed buMed or NavCottpt orocedurcti to
local situations*
(b) develops and supervises programs of internal
accounting control, including: SAS for admini-
strative spot-verification of labor and material
distribution or other accounting transactions a&
necessary,
(c) Provides as necessary for reconciliation of
interrelated records maintained in the Center's
departments.
(d) Assists in conducting audits of tie Center's
Nonappropriated fund activities*
(e) Renders assistance in correcting deficiencies
which are revealed frocft tk&e to tiwe by internal
audits conducted by the Comptroller of the Wavy
&n<2 General Accounting Office, or by reports analysis,
observation or other means*
(f) Maintains liaison with, and provides assistance






and General Accounting Office assigned to perform
continuous or periodic Audits.
(g) Coordinates preparation, review, and Maintenance
of Comptroller Department instructions and the
Center's instructions on financial management and
makes recommendations for changes thereto.
*
Tne described position more specifically is responsible
for internal reviews of fiscal procedures and related informa-
tion systems. The j&ore apt description of the function is
internal auditing and design of fiscal related systems i how-
ever, the use of the word audit as a description of functional
activity is severely restricted by the Secretary of Defense.
The Department of Defense does provide for review activities
below the Department level when these activities are designed
to serve as "trouble shooters" to make special analyses in
comptroller and other areas, and to assist in correcti
deficiencies which are revealed by auoitu, reports, analyses,
observations or other means. ** Se&antically, the expression
"review" carries a broader connotation than the terw, audit,
which implies a more explicit, disciplinarian function. For





Department of Defense Directive 760C.2, u<*tea
August 7, 1957*, Subject: Department of Defense Audit
Policies, p. 2.
Department of Defense Instruction 7 GOO. 3, dated




The Internal Review and Fiscal Systems Division
includes but on« civilian position at present, with plans
to expend the section to two, a head of the Division and an
Assistant. The Division reports directly to the Deputy
Comptroller. The present situation is unique in that the
incumbent of the position as heed of the Division had experience
as a Navy Hospital Finance Officer during World «ar II. The
position was recruited for outside of the Command so that the
incumbent had no previous experience with the specific organisa-
tion, nor does she have any binding instructional ties to the
Fiscal and Supply Department. X would not propose that the
recruiting pattern in this case serve as a model for another
activity. The probability of obtaining an ex-finance officer,
with experience in hospital systems, is highly remote.
The actual performance of reviews cowraence with a
directive frost the Comptroller specifying a particular area
to be reviewed. The extent of the study and any Imposed
limitations or special points of reference are included in
this directing memorandum. The reviewer refers to the standing
directives pertaining to the area to be studied, preliminary
to the actual on-site survey. During the course of the review
the systems and procedures actually oeim; followed are observed
and pertinent documentation collateral to the function are
audited. Following the on-site survey a memorandum to the
Comptroller is prepared outlining the findings and any proposed
recommendations. The Comptroller, in turn, comments on the
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findings in formal or informal reports to the Office of
the Commanding Officer and to the command or department
involved. A follow-up survey is an integral part of the
prescribed procedure.
The Internal Review and Fiscal Systems Division
prepares procedural manuals which incorporate the findings
of reviews conducted within the Comptroller-Fiscal and Supply
organisation. These manuals are designed to assist personnel
involved in the various functions. Collaterally, these manuals
provide a point of reference for future systems and procedure
analysis. Functional reviews, to date, include surveys of the
collection agent function, the commissioned officer's mess,
the telephone office, and the shop store. Systems reviews
performed, include! the staff and out-patient reports \ the
controlled maintenance prourami and fiscal systems. These
reviews have been comprehensive and appear to add a decided
measure of control to the management functions of the entire
organisation.
The organisational design of the Internal Review
and Fiscal Systems Division has proved to provide a high
degree of compatibility between the two functions of review
and fiscal systems design. The reviewer's follow-up recom-
mendations on systems improvement, as approved, provides a
basis for the re-deaigning of the system. Again, this is a
point of considerable controversy—the Institute of Internal
Auditors believe that because of the need for complete
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objectivity, the internal auditors should not develop
procedures which they would be expected to review and
appraise.
*
2 because of the newness of the Comptroller organisa-
tion at the Medical Center, it remains to be seen whether the
advantages of the procedure outweif.h the disadvantage noted
by the Institute.
This gives rise to another notable feature of this
facet of the Comptroller organisation. The present description
of the position, head of the Internal Review and Fiscal Systems
Division, provides that the subject of the reviews will be
broad in nature, and that the only qualification for evaluation
of a function will be the feasibility to reduce them into a
dollar value. This is interpreted to include personnel,
labor, utilities, supplies, material utilisation, and material
concepts. In the final analysis all aspects of the organization
are subject to review under this mandate. One should not
presume to criticize this theory as there are those with the
concept that comptrollership is all-inclusive \ however, the
power dynamics of the particular situation must be determined
to insure that the managerial value of the comptroller function
is not lost in ths political scuffle.
If one may use the expression, "maintenance of
organization," as Including the separate disciplines of
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analysis, it is possible to view the particular situation as
it exists. At the Center Command, a collateral duty of the
head of the Data Systems Division of the Fiscal and Supply
Department, is Special Assistant to the Office of the Commanding
Officer in matters pertaining to increasing management effi-
ciency. This division is shortly to be reorganised as a
department entity separate fro* the Comptroller and the riscal
and Supply Department. Because of work-load factors the
Special Assistant has limited his activities to systems and
procedures analyses that are related to proposed machine data
implementation. These studies have generally resulted from
requirement imposed upon the command by external sources. There
has been no attempt to extend the activities of the function
into the more general areas of "maintenance of organisation,**
or to go beyond the standard methodology of systems and proce-
dures aicied at determining the feasibility of machine
application.
Of course, each separate department and command,
within the manager's responsibility, is performing the
rudiments of "maintenance of organisation** on an, as needed
basis, but there is no coordlnative agency activity which
crosses departmental and cc*:&and lines. This vacuum will very
quickly be filled by the broad mandate of the Internal Review
and Fiscal Systems Division of the Comptroller's organisation.
Just how far this extension of activity will proceed will
depend upon the individual personalities involved. A present
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abdication of responsibility will not necessarily prevent
u re-evaluation of the scops of *ssi F:nfo.ent at a later time,
with a consequent disruption of the organisation. The broad
sub j set of operational auditing or Management review should be
a natter of concern to Management now, especially in the
hospital environment of increasing costs and dollar limitations.
eWlag largely limited this study to the Comptroller
organization it is impossible for the author to make a specific
recommendation on this subject. The Center and its component
commands have considerable Management talent available with
backgrounds in the various disciplines concerned with opera-
tional analysis. The method whereby this talent could be
organized to deal with organisational and procedural studies
and not neglect either the professional or administrative sides
of the house is a thorny question. As the epitome of Navy
clinical and research medicine the Medical Center has the
responsibility to pioneer in this area. How this aotlvity
is to be organised should be the result of considerable research
and study with consideration of the various methods presently
bein& utilised by governmental agencies and private industry.
As stated before, this problem is beyond the scope
of this study and is of interest only because of its implica-
tions to the Comptroller organisation of the Center. There
can be no question that the Comptroller is vitally concerned
with management improvement 9 if for no other reason than the
more efficient consumption of resources that may result. More
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immediately, he is concerned with the management controls that
the organisational systems afford and, avan mora directly, with
tha establishment of management standards. The Comptroller
should be a key member of any organisational arrangement that
is established to provide management improvement services to
tha Command.
One may be excused for a somewhat wide digression fro©
tha subjact at hand, tha Internal Review and Fiscal Systems
Division* Two other areas of responsibility that should be
scussed Am tha subjects of audits of non-appropriated funds
and the responsibilities that attach to the position in the
matter of external audits. The audit of non-appropriated funds
are conducted by audit taams appointed by the Center Commander.
The subject of these audits are mainly protective in nature and
result in a formal report to the Commanding Officer. Tha Head
of the Internal Review and Fiscal Systems Division is respon-
sible for planning, organising, directing, and coordinating
of thesa audits, and the division has a further responsibility
for interpreting tha results of the audit for command
consideration.
External audits and inspections of the command arise
from three main sources; payroll, comprehensive, and special
audits by the General Accounting Office; similar audits con-
ducted by the Comptroller of the Mavy through the Area Audit
Offices; and, inspections conducted by the Inspector-General
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of the Navy ami the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. The
responsibilities of tha Intarnal Raviaw and Fiscal Systems
Division in these audits and investigations includes tha
preliminary procedures necessary to prepare the activity for
the scheduled visit. During the course of the audit or
inspection the Division coordinates data for the team and
arranges schedules to insure the availability of personnel
and records* The division, further, coordinates follow-up
action on the audit or inspection recommendations. As the
person most familiar with tha overall control system of the
Command, the head of the division is the most likely person
to provide this coordinative function. It was only in the
latter portion of my study that the first visit by an audit
team was conducted since the assi^neent of these responsibili-
ties. At the time of this writing the audit by a Navy Area
Audit Office io still in progress, and while it appears that
the division is providing a valuable contribution to the
succsss of the audit it would be premature to attempt ati
evaluation. I might mention that the nead of the division
is preparing the weekly report to the bureau of Medicine and
Surgery on discrepancies noted by the audit team.
The position of Deputy Comptroller carries the billet
title of Administrative special Assistant to the Comptroller.
13
Financial EJanaKsaent Handbook (Washington! Department
of the Navy | i3ure«iu of^ Medicine and Surgery. 1961). Chapter V,ia
Parts 1 and 2,
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It is a civilian position, and, as mentioned before, it is
occupied by the previous Head of the Fiscal Division of the
Fiscal and Supply Department. This previous position is
comparable to the senior civilian billet of any Maval Hospital,
Fiscal and Supply Department.
The general functional duties of the Deputy Comptroller
include the responsibility to the Comptroller for the direction
and coordination of all matters pertaining to financial
management within the Medical Center complex. The specific
functions includes
(a) Reviews and analyses planned personnel and
workload to coordinate financial estimates with
personnel and workload.
(b) Develops financial estimates for the operation,
maintenance, and improvement of the station from
the overall standpoint, and in relation to the
assigned mission of the Center, emphasising balance
among work programs, functions and departments,
and emphasising continuity from year to year.
(c) Develops alternative financial plans for
possible varying levels of Center activity, work-
load, and financial support*
(d) Analyses the effect on financial and manpower
requirements which will result fro& any changes
in organisation or mission and tasks of the Center \
makes appropriate recommendations for necessary
changes in funds and manpower allocations.
(e) Develops forms and general guideline instructions
for submission of budget estimates by Component commands.
(f) Coordinates the various phases of estimate prepara-
tion to insure compliance with basic policy, adherence
to approved urogram plans, coverage for all functional
Change I to the national Maval Medical Center
Organisation Manual, p. 133.
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areas requiring fundiii) t and maintenance of
established tiave schedules.
(g) Reviews Commands and department budget
submissions for validity of back-up data ai\*1 ovarali
balance between dollars, personnel, facilities, and
workload; consolidate* submissions into an ovarali
Center budget; and recommend* to the Comptroller
approval, revision, or disapproval of individual
items included in the consolidated budget.
(h) Reviews and analyses unit-cost criteria used
in developing financial requirements in relation
to planned workload.
(i) Directs preparation of exhibits, charts, graphs,
and other visual presentations to support the budget,
and consolidates Center budget submission.
(j) Assist the Comptroller in justifying the Center
budget before higher echelon reviewing authorities.
(k) Recociittonds to the Comptroller initial allocations
of funds and civilian personnel ceilings to Center
jnands and departments, mad revisions thereto,
based on workload, planned programs and work measure-
ment statistics.
(1) Prepares general instructions for determination
of the propriety of charues to the various Center
funds.
(a) Determines applicability of Center funds to the
various work projects.**
Perhaps the saost important specific function of the
Deputy Comptroller, and one that was mentioned earlier in
this chapter, is the responsibility for the design of fiscal
accounting systems. As stated previously, it in in this area
that considerable difficulty could be encountered if the full




It is recognised that, in spit* of ths fact that all directives
pertaining to account inr systems are issued in the name of the
Co^nandim; Officer, the day-to-day relationship required in
the implementation and interpretation of systems directives must
be maintained within an aura of mutual dependence. The direc-
tion of accounting information systems are perhaps the sole
operational duty of the Comptroller in the strict sense of the
phrase, but it is upon these same systems that the validity
of the Comptroller's analytical responsibilities rest, without
a responsive data collection system the Comptroller's advisory
function is inoperable.
The Deputy's responsibility for design of account in
systems is actually twofold in natures on the one hand he
designs systems for internal reporting and on the other he
interprets policies external to the command that pertain to
reports required by outside activities. The integration of
these two separate requirements are often a complex process.
The other broad category of responsibilities of the
Deputy Comptroller are in the area of management improvement.
These responsibilities are performed through the means of
consultlve service to management. The separate commands
responsibility for the fiscal performance of their activities
requires the interpretive services performed by the Comptroller
and his Deputy. In practice the Deputy advises and consults
with the commands on the budgetary and financial aspects of
major program plans, and participates in evaluating the

effectiveness «rul efficiency of program operations in
relationship to jgoals and objectives implied by budget and
program planning. This seivio* insures the commend manager's
iW4r«n««i of operating costs and specific problem areas that
ars developing, -.ome of th« mors formal methods used to
promote this awareness are discussed in tha nsxt chapter.
Inforw«tily tha process of advising management as to tha impli-
cations of tinancial dacisions is a continuing process of verbal
communication between the commands and the Office of the
Comptroller. This consult ive service is in many ways un
educational process designer to stimulate management interest
in better methods of financial management and improve the
techniques that lead to more economical performance of
activities.
In addition to these specific responsibilities the
Deputy oversees the operations of the subordinate branches
of tne Comptroller's Office and has overall responsibility
for the functions performed by the two branch heads, iie
provides a "lirtking-pin" function between the inner direction
of the subordinate functions of the Office and the necessarily
outward orientation of the Comptroller.
The Comptroller's executive duties are made up of
three partes he coordinates the financial management activities
of the Center and component commands and acts as an advisor to
the commands on financial matters i he is the fund administrator
of the command and in this respect acts in the name of the
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Commanding Officer \ and, he la responsible for the establishment
and proper functioning of the Activity accounting systems
tc provide sound financial management. * Another statement
of this tripartite reaponeibility is provided by the basic
Center Instruction concerning financial Management:
The Comptroller is designated to administer all
appropriated funds authorized for the National
Naval Medical Center and is responsible tc the
Commanding Officer for their une in accordance witii
all applicable laws, regulations and administrative
orders, as well as the requirements of the Commend inR
Officer. Further, the Comptroller is responsible
for effective accounting procedures and controls
for internal management that will assist the National
Naval Medical Center in its mission. Additionally,
the Comptroller shall be responsible for the sub-
mission of all budget and financial plans to the
Commanding Officer via the Budget Advisory Council
to ensure continued fiscal integrity of the National
Haval Medical Center. 17
The personal responsibility of the Commending Officer for
1 hfunds allotted to the Command is well established. In
operation it is impossible for the Commanding Officer to
exercise personal control over each act of a subordinate which
results in an obligation or commitment of appropriated funds.
The Fund Administrator, under his appointment by the Commanding




National Haval Medical Center, Bathesda, Maryland;
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with applicable regulations. A further extension of this
responsibility is the requirement that the Comptroller, as
fund administrator, assign operating funds as target allowances
2 Q
to the various Program Manarcsrs.
The three phase responsibilities of the Comptroller
are unalterably linked. Without the prerogative to design
the station accounting system the Comptroller could not hope
to perform his functions as fund administrator. The assignment
of funds to a program manager requires a system of review of
activity performance with these funds and the rendering of
an advisory service to the operating; managers. The Commandir
Officer's responsibility for the overall operation of the
activity requires a coordinative element in the financial areas
of the operation. The Comptroller cannot be described as the
financial manager of the Center but as the coordinator of
financial management activities. His basic functions are the
core of the radiant financial management activities of the
Command
•
The various units of the Comptroller organisation
best describe the functioning of the comptroller activities.
The processes performed by the separate units provide the
Comptroller with information on the financial affairs of the
activity and the character of financial management. The
i9
Ibid .» Section 03003.
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usefulness of this information depends upon ths Comptroller's
ability to transform this information into action. It is
here that the oonsultive nature of the comptroller function
becomes predominate.
The various formal information systems utilised by
the financial managers of the Center complex will be discusssd
in the next chapter. The reports generated by these systems
are guides to the financial Managers of the activity. The
value of this information depends upon the ability of the
Comptroller to translate the data into a form meaningful to
each individual nana^er. This basically educational function
is performed through the day-tc-day relationship between the
Comptroller anti the operating mana&ex'S. The present success
of this relationship is the result of the play-back between
the expressed goals and objectives of the managers and the




BUDGETING AND FINANCIAL PLANNING
The annual budget end the financial plan provide the
coordinative scheme for financial Management at the National
Naval Medical Center* They are the basis upon which the
Commanding Officer perform* his functions as a coordinator
of tne programs and activities of the Command. The Comptroller,
as the Commander's agent, uses this documentation of the Command
objectives as the point-of-control over the financial affairs
of the command. While the preparation of these documents are
required by the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, they are design-
ed to provide both internal and external mana^ewent with
information upon which to base operating decisions.
A budget and a financial plan are normally throuyht
of as beinij synonymous. Contrary to this, at the Medical
Center the financial plan is a direct outgrowth of the budget
submitted to the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. Navy medical
department activities do not participate directly in the
national budget process below the Bureau level. Program and
Financial Management Handbook , (NavMed P-S020),
Comptroller Division, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Department




budget planning art performed at the bureau level based upon
the continuing data generated through the information system.
The field activity participation in the budget process, beyond
the normal generation of reports, commences in the preliminary
execution phase. In Hay of each year the Bureau requests that
field activities submit their proposed budgets for the fiscal
year to conusance two months later. Normally, the annual
military appropriations hAV^ not b%en passed by Congress at
this tiwe but preliminary sketching of allotments is possible
in anticipation of the likely amounts to be granted. Upon
the receipt of the appointment, normally in July, these
preliminary outlineo of allotments are translated into the
actual allotments that are awarded to the activities. The
budget process at the Center Command is based upon the estimate
of requirements to accomplish the programs and activities
specified for the Command by the Bureau of Medicine and Sur-
gery. It is through this specification of responsibilities
that the tud^et planning of the Command and the Bureau are
linked even though the two budget processes are separate and
a year apart.
The fonaal budget process at the Center commences with
a letter froa the Commanding Officer to the program managers
outlining the format and content of the estimate of budgetary
requirement to be submitted by them to the command. Informally
the Program Managers have bisen accumulating the data necessary
to submit their requirement on a continuing basis. The Center
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Commander requires that equipment programming by subordinate
commanders be a continuing process throughout the year so
that at the tine of budget submission the information provided
will reflect a well considsred program of equipment require-
cent. Depending upon the organisation, the Profram Manager,
may, or may not, have their various departments or activities,
actively participate in the estimation process. Appendix
is a sample of the notice issued by the Center Commander
directing the method of submission of budget estimates.
Usually this Notice is issued the February before the commence*
ment of the fiscal year upon which the budget is to be based.
The Notice does not specify a date when the estimates are to
be submitted but provides for its readiness upon call.
The Comptroller find his staff work actively with the
Program Managers and their subordinates in the collection
and estimation of specific requirements to be included in
their budget requests. The Comptroller, even at this point,
is mugagmd in coordinating of requirements of the various
activities on a preliminary and advisory basis. The Actual,
and formal coordination is performed through the means of the
budget Advisory Council. The council, appointed ty the
Commanding Officer, tweets upon formal submission of the
estimates to assist in the decisions necessary to prepare the
2
National Naval Medical Center, ftethesde, Md.;
Instruction **23S.2, dated 11 January 1961.
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budget letter to be submitted by the Co»ss«nl to the bur«au. j
In preparation for the council meettn | Che Comptroller
collates the various estimates and formally presents to the
Advisors the proposals and any additional pertinent data
that is available. The council's position on the budget is
then prepared by the Comptroller for the Commanding Officers
approval, possible modification, and submission to the Bureau.
As indicated in Appendix D, the budget estimates are
submitted by categories of requirements anticipated to be
included in the Bureau request for estimates. Informally,
guidelines can be obtained froa the Bureau on a tentative
basis and usually are. As a perusal of Appendix indicates,
the format of the estimates are alone object lines with special
categories separated to follow the funding practices of the
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. In addition requirements are
broken down by the component commands and quarterly periods.
Upon receipt of the fund authorisation by the Command
froa the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery the council meets
again to adjust the Budget to the funds that have been allotted.
The original collation of the budget estimates was a process of
translating programs and activities into fund requirements.
The process is now, essentially, reversed into translating
3
Commanding Officer, National Naval Medical Center,
Bethesda, Md.; letter dated 1 March 1962, Serial Number
10700 | Subject i Appointment of the Budget Advisory Council.
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funds provided into programs and activities. Quit* oftan
tha programs and activities of tha Command as spelled out
in tha mission of tha organisation ara not considarad to
hava baan fully funded. In tha casa of equipment items that
are funded separate from the operating portion of the allotment
the mandate of the Bureau is obvious ; in other categories the
intent, if any, of the bureau is less obvious, and it requires
considerable eoui-searchin, on the part of the Council to
present an operating plan to the Commanding Officer,
This operating plan, is formally known as the
"financial plan.* It is preared by the Comptroller, based
upon the deliberations of the Advisory Council. When approved
by the Commanding Officer it serves the whole command as a
guideline for that year 1 * operations. The Flan breaks down
the allotted funds into segments to be awarded to the Program
Managers as target allowances. Each program is further sub-
divided into fixed and variable expenses and, where applicable,
estimated rei&bursables are indicated as deductions from total.
A copy of the Plan and any subsequent modifications are sub-
mitted to the bureau. The bureau specifies that modifications
of the plan should not destroy tha identity of the original
plan as it provides the basis for comparison of planned





subject to review by the Navy Comptroller Area Audit Office
when the Command in audited.
Aa will ba dlacuaaad In tha naxt chapter the financial
plan la tha basis upon which reports to Program Managers are
submitted. Internal to tha Command It la the basis upon which
variance from planned la determined and, aa such, It provides
the Commanding Officer with a measure of control over sub-
ordinate activities on an on-golit£ baals. In audition,
quarterly, a Financial Performance Report Is submitted by the
Command to tha Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. 6 The format
of this report Is comparable to that of the financial plan
previously submitted, and it provides the Bureau with management
and planning information. Included in this report are per-
formance indicators such as total personnel on board, daily
average patient census, number of work orders processed, etc.?
The comprehensiveness of this report makes it valuable
to the Command, but it does not provide a substitution for the
daily and weekly information necessary to properly manage the
activity. It is significant to local management as a measure
of performance as compared to other activities of a similar
nature required to report in a like manner to the Bureau.
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of the havy Program Progress Reports to be submitted to the
Secretary of the Havy that pertain to Navy medical care.
.shile the various different commands cannot be considered
as comparable because of local conditions it does provids




Before Attempting to detail the reporting systems
utilized by the Command in financial management of the activity
it might be well to outline the command organization for
financial management utilised by the Program .Managers. Linking
program management largely to the command structure (the
exception is the Maintenance Department of the Center Command—
the Head of which is essentially a Program Manager) provides
a ready made organization for financial management* The
department heads within each component command are responsible
to their respective commanding officers for the fiscal related
activities of their segment of the organization. Coordination
of these fiscal activities i» provided by a Fiscal Liaison
Officer appointed within the separate command. Depending
upon the size of the component organization, the responsibili-
ties assigned to the liaison officer may be either a primary
duty or a collateral as snt. Besides coordinating the
internal requirements of the component unit he provides day-to-
day working liaison between his organization and the Office
of the Comptroller.
Each command has its own method for controlling the




officer operates within a monetary limitation or other policy
directive imposed by the Activity. Within this Authority
the liaison officer nay approve material or service requests
that impose a financial obligation upon the Program Manager's
target allowance. The liaison officer, in addition, coordinates
the budget activities of his command and acts as a staff
advisor to his commanding officer in fiscal natters, because
of the decentralised nature of the Center Command tne fiscal
liaison officer acts in respect to his commana, such as the
Comptroller and the Head of the Fiscal ana Supply Department
of the Center do to the Center Commander.
At present plans are being formulated to formally
increase the responsibility of the department heads of the
various commands for the financial management of their activi-
ties. This in effect creates subtarp,etin£ of funds within the
program manager's target allowance. This further decentralisa-
tion of responsibility for financial management will bring the
reported expenditure of funds closer to the actual application
of resources. Of course this will not relieve the program
managers of their direct responsibility to the Center Commander
for the proper MMMst of targeted funds.
Tie direct link between the Comptroller and the Program
Managers is provided by a weekly report of status of targeted
funds. This report is a by-product of the Integrated Cost
Reporting System that provides -.ostin^ advice for allotment
and cost accounting. As submitted to the Projrran Manager it
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provides up-to-date information on the balance of funds
remaining After deduction for commitments. The Comptroller
provides comment in writing or verbally as necessary to point-
up the significance of the data to the Program Manager. This
report also provides ths Comptroller with the information
necessary to apprise the Conter Commander of the activities
of his Program Managers.
On a monthly basis the Program Mana-p.ar * s provided
with a report of Cross Obligations to date for his activity.
In addition each designated department head of the Program
Manager's activity is provided with a similar report for his
individual department. This rsport segregates obligations
by object classes and is broken down into activities of the
particular department. Again, this report io a by-product of
the Integrated Cost Reporting System designed for Medical
Department activities.
Another collateral report produced by the Integrated
Cost Reporting System and provided to the Pro>;rawi Managers
is a monthly report of job order costs attributable to the
manager's activity. This report is an outgrowth of the
Controlled Maintenance Pro,:, t the Medical Center and is
but one aspect of the financial information to mana ".eaient
provided by the Program. It also allows reana^e.v.ent to request
maintenance work based upon an estimate of the cost likely to
result. For the Comptroller's t>urposes the Controlled
Maintenance Program also provides a monthly statistical
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report on the efficiency of the Public Works Department and
a consolidated Cost Distribution rsport.
These arc only * few of the reports available to the
Center Corw«nd«r, Comptroller, end the Propram Managers and
their subordinates. The major criticism that I could find
was the inability of the Program Managers to assimilate and
comprehend the data that was beinp provided. I believe the
solution to this difficulty is twofold! on the one hand it
might be feasible to provide the Program Man+rmr with informa-
tion on problem situations only} in turn it would be necessary
to reinforce the Fiscal Liaison Officer's ability to truly act
as advisor and spent for the Program Mana per in the day-to-day
operation of the activity. It would be the Comptroller's
responsibility to design a "management by exception" reporting
system that would meet the requirements of each individual
Program Manager. Kuch of the design of such a system would
depend upon the personalities and individual differences
involved. The development of the fiscal liaison officer's
advisory responsibilities depends upon the individual command-
er's ability to reco>:niae the need for an agent who can act
for him in the day-to-day affaire of his organization. I
believe the Comptroller could prompt this recognition through
his dealings with the Program Managers* It may not be feasible
but the worthwhileness of the liaison officers might be
increased if he could more directly participate in the
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activities of the Budget Advisory Council.
The Connand feels itself opsn to criticlsa for
establishing an organization for financial menagenent parallel
to the line organization. I believe this criticism would be
unjustified in light of the actual situation that exists. The
criteria for decentralization of comptroller functions that
are well accepted at the present tine are the size of the
anization Ana the distance of the subordinate facilities
fro» the home offiae.* Although the size of the organisation
night bo considered a factor at the national Naval Medical
Center what one nay consider as even a more important factor
ruling for some decentralization of the advisory function is
the high cJei-roe of professionalism that exists in the organize*
tion. The decentralization of financial ctana^einent responsi-
bilities to management oriented subordinates is an effective
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A{ excerpt froir. the Bureau oi
Personnel tit o«nu*l, Yii;<\i.~iix~ • t i. ^,
provides a listing of the specific duties normally assigned
to the iavy field activity comptroller. I ehensivenese
of this lietinj provides «» benchmark for the evaluati I the
ran.-:c of the Comptroller functions at the Navy Medical Center.
This iu not to say that the failure to include all of the
function?; Ii3tc .icates that a particular field activity
is derelict in the perfcrnance of its fln«ll< sment
reeponsit ili ties, ncr vices the inclusir itien in
the comptroller function indicate an inoi -tdeni.
of his reeponsibilitie The deui ~n of the comptroller function
at a field activity hlngS! upon t\ ities of the
organisation and its misaic:
The specific duties listed in the training publication
are broken down into four categories: station bud;;etin>
,
station program performance analysis, station accounting and
disbursing, and station internal review. The area of station
account inr. and disbursing can be immediately eliminated frou*




and Supply organisation at tha Mediaal Canter. Whila ona
sight ba accused of bein« a werabar of tha ^roup that advocataa
placing tha comptroller in an "ivory tower," it ia believeo
that tha co»ptrollar can battar perform his staff advisory
function if ha is raliavad of as auch intarnal Una responsl-
bility as possiblo. It is also auch aasiar to monitor an on-
going accounting system whan tha raviawar is not a member of
tha organisation responsible for the operation of the system.
An overall evaluation of the first group of functions,
station budgeting, reveals a considerable correlation between
the functions described as normally conducted by the comptroller
and those actually performed by the Comptroller at the Medical
Center. One noticeable exception that threads through various
of the functional areas described, is the natter of workload
statistics and unit-cost criteria review and analysis* In
Chapter IV of this report the problems surrounding the
development of workload statistics are discussed. The Comptrol-
ler at the Medical Center recognises the problem and is actively
engaged, in cooperation with the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
in analysing the requirements for unit-cost at a medical
facility. Traditionally, costs have been hin&ed to patient
day or out-patient visit. This is not a sufficient measure of
performance because of the diversity of costs associated with
particular diseases. The development of valid workload factors
is an attainable |«*1, and it is through the concentration upon
comptrollership concepts in the financial management of our




Another ar«» in this seme grouping of comptrollership
functions, and one that is related to ths problem of unit
cost factors, that is not fully developed at ths Medical
Center, is ths matter of developing alternative financial
plans in anticipation of changing workload or financial support.
Ths anticipation of disease in a fixed population is a very
nebulous matter, but this is only of short-run concern. The
anticipation of changes in population being supportsd is
another natter \ luckily the degree of support required has
been fairly constant and does not fluctuate in a manner
familiar to a shipyard or other naval support facility. The
Comptroller of course is aware of the possibility of fluctua-
tion in workload and is responsive to the minor shifts that
do occur} however, the formal preparation of alternative
financial plans is not a consideration at the Medical Center.
In the second category of functions, station program
performance analysis, the same problem of developing workload
statistics is involved. The development of collecting systems
for collection of workload data is performed to the extent
that this data is meaningful to management. Again, the full
development of collecting and integrating systems is dependent
upon the development of meaningful cost criteria. In one area
of cost information the collecting and integrating process is
highly developed—that of the Controlled Maintenance program,
discussed in Chapter VI.
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The final function listed in th« second c«t«;ory,
as shown in Appendix F, is not s responsibility of the Medical
Center Comptroller. The work measurement program is s respon-
sibility of ths iiead of the Data Systems Division in his
collateral duty as Special Assistant to tha Office of the
Commanding Officer in natters pertaining to increasing manage-
ment efficiency. That this function should be a function of
the Comptroller could be discussed because of its relationship
to financial management \ however, it is beyond the scope of
this report. There is en excellent working relationship between
the Comptroller and the Data Systems Division that has benefit-
ted the control processes at the command.
In the final category, station internal review, the
functions listed are fully implemented within the Comptroller
organization. As discussed in Chapter IV, it is in this ar%^
that the fullest development of the comptroller function has
taken place. It is believed that the management of the
Comeand should reflect upon the direction in which they wish
the function of operational audit to move. The author was
unable to determine the command objectives in the area of
"maintenance of organisations" other than to note the decen-
tralisation of the Work Improvement Program as a subordinate
command responsibility. 2 In order for the Comptroller to
7National Naval Medical Center, iiethesda, Maryland}




effectively become a motivating force within the organization
there mutt be en operative internal structure within the
command that can take coorciinative action upon his recommenda-
tions.
Another observation, noted in Chapter VI, that should
be pointed up in this summary evaluation, is the natter of the
status of the financial liaison function within the subordinate
commands. The day-to-day financial management functions of
the Command are performed throughout the organisation. The
link between the Comptroller organisation and these functions
is through the Liaison Officers. It would appear that the
strengthening of the formal responsibilities of these supportive
units would add and not detract from the comptroller function
itself. An auxiliary benefit, and one that is within the
mission of the Center and subordinate commands, is the oppor-
tunity that the liaison function provides for the traini
of Junior officers in the tasks of financial management.
The author believes that these two observations con-
cerning the fiscal liaison function and the operational audit
function brinr out the essentially formal nature of organisation
that exists in the relationship of the Comptroller to the
Center complex. The concept of coaptrollership is new to the
organisation and there has been insufficient time for informal
relationships to solidify. This provides an excellent oppor-
tunity for thought to be given to the horizontal organisational
links which will be most beneficial to effective financial
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management, risure I, p«g« 61, sraphically presents a conca
of vertical and horizontal relationship of tha comptroller
function, as it is established at tha Medical Cantar, to tha
total Cantar complex. Tha vertical relationship is essentially
as described in this report and is based upon the foraal organi-
zation as it now stands. The horizontal relationship, which
usually is noted to provide the day-to-day operation of every
function, is only in its rudimentary form at the Center because
of the newness of the comptroller function* The author places
the management audit function in this horizontal sphere because
of the essential requirement that the function cross depart-
mental and command lines. While the writer advocates a
decentralization of the fisoal liaison function, he believes
that the management audit function should be centralized.
A;;ain, no specific recommendations hav« been made as to what
manner this should be accomplished. The concarn of the compt-
roller in these matters of horizontal relationships is obvious.
In order to provide an effective advisory function to manage-
ment through the liaison arrangement, the review function must
have some constructive outlet to the total organization. In
turn, the tailoring of management systems and procedures
through the operational audit function provides the means for
more efficient financial operation—a prime responsibility of
fiscal liaison. The Comptroller is the link in this particular
aspect of the horizontal organization.













turn to an overall look at tha influence which oonptrollerehip
has had upon the organization. It cannot be said that there
is any dramatic evidence of the inpact of comptrollership upon
the financial management of the National Naval Medical Center.
Effective financial management has been the goal of Navy
medical administration for many years, and it will continue
to be a goal at those activities which, because of sise or
organizational arrangement , are unable to support a formal
comptroller organization. What is noticeable at the Medical
Center is a new concentration upon the problems of financial
management. The institution of a comptroller organisation
within the Center Command has broadened the financial manage*
ment function. There is an attitude of greater participation
in the financial problems of the Command by all echelons of
the organisation. Comptrollership has allowed a concentration
upon the communicative aspects of financial management.
Lxternal reporting requirements no longer receive the major
emphasis from management, but a new concern has developed
over the practical value of financial reports and analyses
for internal use. Financial management, in the past, has
often been the sole concern of two or three individuals in
tho naval hospital organisation—a concern with getting suffi-
cient monies to support the operations of the command.
Comptrollership at the Medical Center has increased the emphas-
is upon more efficient use of the funds received by obtain!
the cooperation and assistance of operating personnel.
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There is « continuing necessity for tho Comptroller
to indoctrinate aanageaent as to the value of cowptrollership
to the organisation. This will be ft never ending process—one
which depends upon the recognition of the individual aanagsr
that his tasks can be accomplished store efficiently and
effectively through use of the concepts of financial aanageaent*
The Comptroller oust remain aware of the overall operation of
the comstand and the problems of the individual aanagers so






From Chief, bureau of Medicine and Surgery
Tot CommandinK Officer, National Naval Medical Center,
Bethesda, Maryland
Subjt Establishment of Comptroller Organisation at NNMC,
Betheeda on a trial basis
Fatx (a) HNMC ltr NNMC-C-US-emc, 5*00, Ser 61 JO of 15 Feb 1962
(b> bUAJIR Instruction SHSl.lib of 10 May 19S7
(c) OPNAV Instruction SH60.61 of 11 June 19&9
1. The Bureau is in agreement with the proposal contained in
reference (a) for the establishment of a Comptroller Organisation
at the National Naval Medical Center on a trial basis for a
one year period.
2. It is considered that the maximum potential is not likely
to be realised from the basic functions of comptrollership
unless formally organised at certain activities. Experiences
of other bureaus and offices have substantiated this impression
in recent years at installations where the scope of operations
and financial management problems are less complex than at
NNMC and certain other BuMad activities. The criteria for
determining need for a formal Comptroller organisation at
Naval Stations and at Naval Aeronautical Shore Activities,
references (b) and (c), have proved to be sound.
3. The installation of the Comptroller concept at NNMC for a
period of one year is approved and should assist this Bursau
in a determination of policy applicable to all its managed
activities. The prime criterion should be the development of
a fully coordinated staff service to assist the Commanding
Officer in the efficient, economical and timely attainment of
assigned missions. In addition to more effective use of
resources by NNMC, it is anticipated that there may be economies
in the resources and staff now devoted to fiscal and supply
operations throughout the costwand.
It The initiative demonstrated by your request is appreciated.
Collaboration by this Bureau in the program, to the extent
























































LISTING OF SPECIFIC DUTIES NORMALLY ASSIGNED
TO FIELD ACTIVITY COMPTROLLERS AS CONTAIN.
IN TiiE NAVY TRAINING PUBLICATION , FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT IN THE NAVY.*
STATION BUDGETING*
In the area of budgeting, the local conptroll«rt
1. Serves «a advisor to the commanding officer, executive
officer , budget or planning board, department heads, and other
levels of management on budgetary policy and planning natters.
2. Reviews and analyses planned personnel and workload
to coordinate these items with financial estimates.
3. Develops financial estimates for the operation,
maintenance, and improvement of the station from an overall
standpoint, and, in relation to its assigned mission,
emphasises continuity from year to year and balance among
work programs, functions, and departments.
k* Develops alternative financial plans for possible
variations in workload and financial support.
5. Analyses the effect on financial and manpower require*
ments of proposed changes in station organisation, mission,
or tasks, end as appropriate, recommends changes in funds
and manpower allocations.
6. Develops forms and general guidelines for submission
of budget estimates by station department heads.
7. Coordinates the various phases of estimate preparation
to ensure compliance with basic policy, adherence to approved
program plans, coverage of all functional areas requiring
funding, and maintenance of established time schedules.
8. Reviews department budget submissions for validity
of back-up data and overall balance among dollars, personnel,
facilities, and workload I consolidatss department submissions
into an overall station budget i and recommends to the command-
ing officer approval, revision, or disapproval of individual
items included in the consolidated budget.
•Excerpts from the publication Financial Management
in the Navy
.
(KavPers 1G7S2-A)t Prepared by the Bureau of





9* Reviews and analyses unit-cost criteria used in
developing financial requirements in relation to planned
workload.
10. Directs preparation of exhibits, including charts,
graphs, and other visual presentations, to support the budget
i
and prepares the budget in final form for submission to higher
authority.
11* Assists the commanding officer in justifying the
station budget before higher reviewing authorities.
12. Recommends to the cowhand irii«, officer initial and
revised allocations of funds and civilian personnel ceilings
to station departments, based upon workload, planned programs,
and work measurement statistics*
13. Prepared general instructions for determining the
propriety of charges to various station funds.
14. Determines applicability of station funds to the
various work projects.
STATION PROGRAM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
I
In carrying out his responsibilities for pro^raw
performance analysis, the station comptroller
t
1. Develops and recommends reporting systems for collect-
ing and integrating cost and work Measurement (workload and
man-hour) data to facilitate staff analyses of the effective-
ness of fund, Material, and manpower utilisation in performance
of the station mission.
2. Examines workload, cost, and personnel utilization
trends, analysing variances froja plans; and recommends
remedial action, as appropriate, when variances are excessive.
3. Initiates plans for controlling commitment and obliga-
tion, of station funds; and recommends appropriate internal
reports to show rate of progress in utilisation of funds.
t. Reviews rates of commitment and obligation of station
allotments and suballotments or departments' planning
authorizations, highlighting problem areas.
5. Prepares, for distribution to top station management,
charts, graphs, and other recurring progress reports reflect!
the status of major programs; and highlights problem areas.
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6. Conducts special studios to determine relationship
saonK planned workload, personnel t and facilities, tekir
into consideration materiel available without charge to
ststion funds.
7. Provides a oentral review and coordination point for
data and reports concerning financial management, personnel
utilisation, station performance (related to nan-hour or
liar planning estimates, or to standards) and work
measurement.
8. Monitors operation of the management bureau *s work
measurement program (where there is such a program) and
prepares summary work Measurement reports both for station
use end for submission to the bureau*
bTATXOM ACCOi .JkiilMCi
In the area of accounting and disbursing, the
comptroller of a field activity!
1. Maintains official accounting ledgers and supporting
subsidiary records covering coj»»iti»ent , obligation, and
expenditure cf all funds made available to the station.
2. Conducts or provides technical supervision over
timekeeping operations throughout the station.
3. Maintain© plant property accountability records and
supervises and coordinates the taking of physical inventories
of plant property.
*• Maintains dollar accountability records for Inventories
of material, equipment, and supplies carried in the stores
account*
S. Maintains civilian pay, leave, and retirement records.
8* Prepares and pays civilian payrolls.
7. When authorised, pays military payrolls and public
vouchers, and issues savings bonds.
3. Compiles job order and other accounting data.
9. Prepares and submits to station management and
higher authority required accounting and financial reports.
10. Performs such other duties as My be prescribed in




At installations where the internal review function
is not of sufficient magnitude to warrant a separate staff,
the comptroller performs this function. In doinj, so het
1. Performs special analyses in comptroller areas M
renders assistance in correcting any deficiencies rsvealed
by formal audits, reports analyses, observation, or other means.
2. Conducts studies for the purpose of improving current
local systems and procedures; makes recommendations to
appropriate officials concerning these } develops new systems
and procedures as necessary to improve station financial
management, and assists in their installation. This duty
includes adaptin local situations prescribed bureau and
NavCooc.pt procedures.
3. Develops and supervises programs for internal accounting
control, including programs for administrative spot verification
of labor and material distribution and other accounting trans-
actions as necessary.
*• Provides, as necessary, for reconciliation of
interrelated records maintained in station departments.
I, Assists in conducting audits of station nonappropriated
funds.
6. Coordinates preparation, review, and maintenance of
station and comptroller department instructions on financial
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